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LITERATURE PRINTED BEFORE 1800 

 

                                                  
 

 

1.  ADULTERY TRIALS.: The Trial of Sir Francis Blake Delaval...at the Consistory Court of 

Doctors Commons, for Committing Adultery with Miss Roach...instituted by Lady Isabella 

Delaval...to which is added the trial of George Fitzgerald. London, sold by C Etherington...'Published at 

the earnest solicitation of many Ladies in the amorous Ton.' [1782]. 8vo, pp [4], 68, disbound in later 

wrappers, light pencil underlining else in very good state, FIRST EDITION; the publication of these two 

trials [written sources unspecified] some thirty years after they took place is accounted - if we accept it at 

face value - by the lengthy preface signed by one 'S.B.' ''The ladies who have committed matrimonial faux 

pas, have been so unmercifully handled in a variety of late publications, that I am determined to stand forth 

their champion...among all the trials for infidelity...care has been taken not to insert a single one that has 

been instituted against the men - the ladies only have been exposed...how illiberal, unjust, and partial are 

such proceedings?' The anonymous writer goes on to develop his theme, which may or may not be tongue in 

cheek, for he dedicates the work to Ann Cately 'once a pupil to the hero of the following history ' - she being 

Delaval's earlier catch from the stage, and, unlike him, still alive when this was published. George Fitzgerald 

was, it seems, no better than Delaval where women were concerned, and married to Lady Mary, later named 

Hervey after their separation, he the profligate, she the devout friend of John Wesley. Rare : 2 copies only 

UK and 3 USA. £125.00  



                                                                        
2.  BARBAULD, ANNA LAETITIA.: Poems. London, for Joseph Johnson, 1792. 8vo, pp iv, 152, bound 

in contemporary tree calf, spine gilt with black label, lightly rubbed else fine, with 'Doncaster' inscribed at 

head of the title page, NEW EDITION, 'Corrected', to which is added an Epistle to William Wilberforce 

Esq.' This poem 'on the rejection of the bill for abolishing the slave trade' was first published as a separate 

quarto publication the previous year, first added to the several editions of 'Poems' in this printing; the 

printer, Joseph Johnson had printed the poems of her brother John Aiken the year before, Anna much in 

advance of him as a poet, having published from the early 1770's onwards. Her 'Poems' had reached a fifth 

edition by 1777, the market apparently satiated until this printing. £90.00  

 

                                                                        
 

3.  COURTILZ DE SANDRES, GATIEN.: The History of the Life and Actions of that great captain 

of his age the Viscount de Turenne. Written in French by Monsieur du Buisson, eldest captain & 

major of the Regiment de Verdelin. And translated into English by Ferrand Spence. London, J.B. for 

Dorman Newman & R Bentley, 1686. 8vo, pp [6], 422, [2, adverts], contemporary calf, spine with raised 

bands and orange label, lower joint broken and ribbon restored externally, upper joint cracked and internally 

strengthened, internally sound, FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH, translated from the French of Courtilitz de 

Sandres, an unreliable and partly fictitious account of the military adventures of Turenne, a life more 

accurately delineated four years later in the biography of Ramsay. It purports to be a memoir by one 

'Monsieur du Buisson' of the Verdelin regiment, an unlikely possibility that Ferrand Spence does not dwell 

upon in his effusive dedication to the Duke of Albemarle. Of De Santres it is written 'His memoir-novels... 

describe the social and political world of Richelieu and Mazarin with a picaresque realism (spies, 

kidnappings, and political machinations predominate) and they were important precursors to both French 

picaresque novels and literary realism in the 18th century.' A sound but hardly attractive copy. £150.00  



                                                                  
 

4.  EPICTETUS. ELIZABETH CARTER [TRANSLATOR].: All the works of Epictetus, Which are 

now Extant; ... His Discourses, preserved by Arrian, in four books, the Enchiridion, and fragments. 

Translated from the original Greek, by Elizabeth Carter. With an introduction, and notes, by the 

translator. London, Printed by S Richardson, sold by A Miller [and John Rivington and J & R Dodsley], 

1759. Thick 4to, pp [18, including list of subscribers], xxxix, [1], 505, [11], bound in contemporary polished 

calf, spine gilt ruled with raised bands and red label, upper joint cracked and internally strengthened, a 

sound copy, internally fine, SECOND EDITION, reprinting the first of the previous year, with the list of 

subscribers updated and perhaps the errata corrected, but no other textual change we could discern. 

According to ESTC there were two issues of the first printing, but indistinguishable, dated 1758. This 

second printing is rarer. Much has been written on Carter's Epictetus, so grandly printed by Richardson in 

this fine quarto and nicely summed up as 'Elizabeth Carter’s translation of the works of the Stoic 

philosopher Epictetus w �as her means of introduction into society  or, to be precise, into the literary and 

intellectual circle around Elizabeth Montagu....' £350.00  

     

 

                                                
 

5.  GROSE, FRANCIS. The Olio: being a Collection of Essays, Dialogues, Letters...Epigrams, 

Epitaphs etc chiefly original. London, Hooper & Wigstead, 1796. 8vo, pp xxiii, 321, [3, adverts], etched 

frontispiece portrait of the author, one etched caricature in the text, bound in ?slightly later gilt panelled 

morocco, spine gilt with raised bands, brown label, slightly worn at joints, all edges gilt, title page lightly 

stained, else a good sound copy, SECOND EDITION of this popular anthology of Grose's minor writings, 

much enlarged from the first of 1792, with portrait added. The somewhat elaborate binding of this copy 

must be later, though the style is earlier than the book. The bookplate is of James Sullivan Starkey, the Irish 

poet better known as 'Seumas O'Sullivan.' £65.00  



                                          
 

6.  PRIESTLEY, JOSEPH.: A Letter to the Rev. Mr. John Palmer, in defence of the Illustrations of 

Philosophical Necessity.. WITH: A Second Letter... Bath, R Cruttwell, sold by J Johnson [London], 1779/ 

London, H Baldwin for J Johnson, 1780. 2 disbound pamphlets, 8vo, pp [2], 98, [4, contents and catalogue 

of Priestley's works]: [4], 52, lacking half title to first work, else in fine state, disbound from a collection, 

FIRST EDITION of both parts; Palmer was a Unitarian minister and schoolmaster closely associated with 

Priestley after his move to Birmingham and though Priestley was kindly disposed towards him he declined 

to comment upon the former's essay on his 'Philosophical Necessity, though he would do so subsequently in 

these two extensive letters. They thus constitute an important source on Priestley's later view of what he 

calls his 'metaphysical philosophy' in rejecting free will in favour of determinism, and which would prove so 

influential to later generations of philosophers. £90.00  

 

 

 

                                   

                                                      
 

 

7.  SHAKESPEARE. WILLIAM.: The Comedy of Errors. London, J Tonson, 1734. 12mo, pp 60, 

engraved frontispiece, neat marbled wrappers, a fine clean copy, FIRST TONSON EDITION of the play, 

corresponding to item 30 in Ford's 'Shakespeare 1700-1740 a Collation of the Separate Plays.' [OUP, 1935]. 

£145.00  



                                                            
 

8.  STACKHOUSE, THOMAS.: The Miseries and Great Hardships of the Inferior Clergy; and a 

modest plea for their rights and better usage. In a letter to a right reverend prelate. London : printed 

for Edward Symon, [1740] 8vo, pp [4], 178, [10], half title [a little frayed at lower edge], uncut and sewn as 

issued, in good original state, SECOND EDITION, SECOND ISSUE; described in ESTC as a re-issue of the 

first edition of 1737 with a cancel title page. A 'plate', i.e. ?portrait reported by ESTC is not correct; neither 

issue had one, and the examined copy was likely bound up with other tracts; only 4 locations UK and one 

US are given. In fact Stackhouse apparently published his original 'Letter' in 1722 at a time a extreme 

poverty, this printing not in ESTC; two 'second' editions followed in 1723 and 1726, with a third printing in 

1737, by which time Stackhouse was living in Theobalds Court, London under the patronage of the Bishop 

of London; he later removed to Chelsea as he made money out of popular Biblical commentaries. This 

present undated printing is thus incorrectly described as the 'second' and the text appears unaltered in all 

printings. £60.00  

 

                                                             
 

9.  TOOKE, JOHN HORNE [TRIAL].: The Genuine Trial between the Rt. Hon. Geo. Onslow, Esq; 

and the Rev. Mr. John Horne, tried at Guildford the 1st of August, 1770, before the Right 

Honourable Lord Mansfield. For printing two libels against, and speaking defamatory words... 

London, J Williams and J Godwin, [1770]. 8vo, pp [3], 6-42, [2], disbound in later slightly chipped 

wrappers, a very good copy, FIRST EDITION; following his espousal of the cause of John Wilkes, John 

Horne Tooke libeled George Onslow in two newspaper articles, accusing him - unjustifiably - of corruption 

in public office, resulting in two libel trial which in the end found against him, though the fine, on a 

technicality, was canceled. The trial, before Lord Mansfield, involved, in effect Horne's own written 

defense, indicative of his own - misplaced-oratorical powers. A rare trial printing, recorded Bodleian UK 

and 4 locations USA [though doubtless held in other bound up collections of trials. £65.00  



                                                                                 
 

10.  TOPHAM, EDWARD [EDITOR].: The British Album, in Two Volumes. London, John Bell, 1790. 

2 volumes, small 8vo, pp [10], 172, [2, errata]: [6], 172, [2, 'Postcript'], with 2 general letterpress title pages 

and 2 volume title pages, with portrait of Della Crusca in volume one, and Anna Matilda in volume two, 

bound in contemporary mottled calf, marbled endpapers, sides with gilt fillet borders, spines gilt with double 

black and olive on red lettering pieces, a little rubbed but sound, a very good handsome set, internally fresh 

and tight, SECOND EDITION, but the first under this title, an anthology of the largely romantic, not to say 

sentimental, poetry of Della Crusca, Anna Matilda and others, dedicated by Edward Topham to Richard 

Brinsley Sheridan. It was previously published as 'The Poetry of the World' in reference to the periodical 

they first appeared in, in 1788, but additional material was evidently added here. The so-called 'Delacruscan 

Poets' were at the height of their popularity at the time, and spawned many imitators, some represented here. 

' In William Gifford’s attack on the Della Cruscans, Bell’s poetry anthology The British Album became 

shorthand for poetry’s debasement through cultural feminization.' £125.00  

 

 

                                              
 

11.  VOITURE, VINCENT.: The Works of Monsieur Voiture...containing I. Letters...II. Alcidalis and 

Zelida...III Metamorphses of Ladies into various Flowers. IV. Poems on several Occasions. London, A 

Bettesworth [and others], 1736. 2 volumes, 12mo, pp [4], xxiv, 300, xxxiii, [7]: [2], 132, 287, portrait 

frontispiece in volume one, bound without the initial blanks in contemporary calf, spine gilt with raised 

bands, lacking labels, spines a little rubbed and worn at ends, blank corners of several leaves in one 

gathering nibbled in volume 2, else a sound set, THIRD EDITION. WITH ENDPAPER SIGNATURE IN 

VOLUME ONE ‘WILL PRESTON, QUEEN’S COLL OXON 1740.’ This may or may not be the William 

Preston Queens who would later become an early Professor of Moral Philosophy at William and May 

College, Virginia, though this might be difficult to prove.  Voiture himself was a popular and witty French 

writer of the mid 17th Century whose romance Alcidalis and Zelida was quite influential and the letters were 

employed as models of letter-writing throughout the Eighteenth century. Bettesworth's edition first appeared 

in 1715 and was preceded by a single volume of 'Familiar and Courtly Letters' in 1700 [there was an earlier 

translation by Davies from 1657]. This third printing, which includes all the works, is 'Revised and 

Corrected throughout by the last Edition Printed at Paris'. ' and includes ‘Verses occasioned by Mr. 

Durfy’s... In imitation of Voiture’s verses on Neuf-Germain. By Mr. Pope.’. [ESTC]. £125.00  



                                                                       
 

12.  WOOLMAN, JOHN.: The Works of John Woolman in Two Parts. London, T Letchworth, 1775. 2 

parts in 1 volume, 8vo, with separate title pages, pp xvi, 319, bound in contemporary calf, rubbed, upper 

joint internally strengthened, text sound and clean, FIRST LONDON EDITION of the works of this 

celebrated Quaker traveler, comprising the journal as part one, and the collected tracts as part two, both 

reprinted from the Philadelphia printing of Joseph Cruikshank of the previous year. Woolman himself had 

died in 1772, but his autobiography remains a classic of Quaker accounts, and his numerous tracts were 

highly influential upon later generations, in particular in their abolitionist and human rights advocacy. With 

1776 ownership of George Follows [1717-1803 - a Quaker of Castle Donnington, whose wife Ruth became 

a long lived and much traveled Quaker minister]. £120.00  

 

LITERATURE PRINTED AFTER 1800. 

 

                                                  
 

 

13.  COTTON, HENRY.: The Typographical Gazetteer attempted. Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1825. 8vo, 

pp xvi, 219, uncut in neat modern boards with paper label, occasional light old library stamps, but a fien 

copy otherwise, FIRST EDITION; a pioneering study of the topography of early printing, by 'late sub 

librarian of the Bodleian Library', and a work largely superseded by Brunet. Cotton subsequently enlarged 

his original text but this first printing is scarce. £60.00  



                                              
 

14.  STAEL-HOLSTEIN, ANNA LOUISE.: The Influence of Literature upon Society, translated from 

the French...to which is prefixed, a memoir of the life and writings of the author. London, for Henru 

Colburn, 1812. 2 volumes, 8vo, pp [4], 327: [4], 307, bound in neat modern brown buckram cloth, a fine set, 

SECOND EDITION IN ENGLISH; one of Stael's key works of literature first published in French in 1800. 

'This complex work, though not perfect, is rich in new ideas and new perspectives, new, at least to France. 

The fundamental theory, which was to be restated and developed in the positivism of Hippolyte Taine, is 

that a work must express the moral and historical reality, the zeitgeist, of the nation in which it is conceived.' 

It was originally translated as 'A Treatise on Ancient and Modern Literature' in 1803, anonymously so, with 

memoir a translation from Boleau. An excellent working set. £60.00  

 

                                                                          
 

15.  THACKERAY, W.M.: Vanity Fair. A Novel Without a Hero. London, Bradbury & Evans, 1848. 

8vo, pp xvi, 624, bound with the initial advert leaf, etched frontispiece, extra vignette title page, & 38 etched 

plates by the author, bound in slightly later 19th Century half red morocco, spine gilt ruled, marbled sides, 

occasional foxing or offsetting to plates but generally a tight clean copy throughout, FIRST EDITION, an 

early but not first issue, with page one heading not in rustic type and without the woodcut on page 336, 

though it does have ‘Mr. Pitt’ for ‘Sir Pitt’ on page 453, line 31. It also has the merit of being a strongly 

bound and clean reading copy in an old binding; copies are regularly found rebound. £95.00  

                                                     



                                                            
 

16.  TRAVELL, F.T.: The Duties of the Poor; particularly in the education of their children In an 

address from a minister to his parishioners London, J G and F Rivington, 1832. 12mo, pp 28, original 

printed wrappers, fine, NEW EDITION, a popular 18th Century tract, oft times reprinted. £15.00 

 

 

 

ILLUSTRATED AND ART BOOKS. 

 

                             
 

 

 

17.  BARRETT, EATON STANNARD.: The Rising Sun. A Serio-Comic Satiric Romance. By 

Cervantes Hogg [i.e. Eaton S Bennett]. London, Appleyard, 1807. 3 volumes, 12mo, complete with advert 

leaves and a folding hand coloured caricature frontispiece to each volume [as usual trimmed close in 

volumes 2 and 3, volume one with imprint intact, and signed O'Keefe], bound in contemporary tree calf, 

spines gilt, rubbed and cracked to joints, upper joint of volume one strengthened internally, else sound and 

clean internally, the three folding plates in good bright state, FOURTH EDITION OF VOLUMES 2-3, 

FIRST EDITION OF VOLUME THREE, in effect the first complete edition of this scarce satirical novel on 

the Regency. With the Carlingford bookplate, as well earlier bookplate of William Leake. £125.00  



                                                           
 

18.  LITHOGRAPHY. HODGKIN, JOHN ELIOT.: Monograms, Ancient and Modern, their history 

and art-treatment, with examples collected and designed by J. E. Hodgkin. London , Longmans & Co, 

1866. Shaped [as a shield] book, size [4.5 x 5.25 inches], 27 leaves printed in red and black on rectos only, 

12 numbered uncoloured lithographed plates, 30 [?of 33] colour lithographed plates of examples designed 

by the author for his friends, original bevel-edged richly decorated cloth, neatly recased preserving original 

endpapers, a little rubbed and worn, but a good copy overall in specially made slip case, FIRST EDITION; 

the binding by Leighton incorporates Hodgkin's own elaborate monogram stamped n red, the whole being an 

eccentric piece of neo-Gothic indulgence. Sources give 33 as the required number of examples at the end, 

but these were not listed in the book itself, merely mentioned in passing, and it is quite likely this copy 

originated with just these 30 examples - it would in any case have had a very limited circulation amongst the 

author-artist’s friends; they may have been many, for Hodgkin was a well-known collector of early books 

and English pottery. £120.00 

 

CHILDREN’S AND SCHOOLBOOKS. 

 

                                                  
 

19.  ANON.:London Scenes, or a Visit to Uncle William in Town; containing a description of the most 

remarkable buildings and curiosities in the British metropolis. Illustrated by 78 copperplate 

engravings,. London, John Harris, [1825]. 12mo, pp xvi, 211, [1], with 78 engraved views on 28 plates plus 

one pasted onlay, original roan backed pictorial boards, rubbed, upper joint broken and restored, blank 

corner torn from one plate else internally sound and clean, FIRST EDITION THUS, based upon Harris's 

1818 publication 'A Visit to Uncle William in Town', and including some new illustrations, some with 

considerable novelty such as 'The Dancing Sweeps.' An unusually clean, though broken and restored copy. 

£60.00  



                                                 
 

20.  FENNING, DANIEL.: The Young Man's Book of Knowledge: being a Proper Supplement to the 

Young Man's Companion. In Seven Parts......the musical part by Dr Arnold.... London, S Crowder [and 

B Collins in Salisbury], 1794. 12mo, pp xiii, [1, direction to the binder], 432, with engraved frontispiece, 2 

folding astronomical plates, 3 folding engraved musical plates, text woodcut diagrams, bound in 

contemporary half calf, rubbed, light soiling and occasional stains, especially to the musical portion at the 

end, numerous early ownerships beginning and end, a well-used but complete copy, FIFTH EDITION, one 

of the more interesting and desirable of the many schoolbooks written by Daniel Fenning, schoolmaster at 

Bures in Suffolk, who died in London in 1767; In this work Fenning and his later editors advance teaching 

of the humanities and sciences not covered in the first three editions, including geometry and astronomy, and 

of especial interest is the music section at the end; although amateur music making had become popular in 

England during the 18th Century, its printed instruction was mainly confined to the tutors of Playford and 

his successors such as Tansur; Fenning provides a handy resume of technical knowledge in music in the last 

20 pages of his work, including 3 folding engraved plates of musical notation, scales keys etc; in this edition 

the musical part attributed to Dr Arnold. £125.00  

 

                                                
 

21.  KENTISH, MRS.: How to be Happy: or, The Cottage of Content; the Cottage on Fire; and the 

Water-cress Boy. London, Dean and Minday, circa 1825. 12mo, pp 30, [2, adverts], frontispiece and 12 

large text wood-engravings, all with original hand coloring, original printed decorated�  grey-blue stiff 

wrappers, worn to spine, corners a little bent, slight loss to corner of one leaf not near text, but a generally 

clean bright copy, FIRST EDITION; like others advertised on the lower wrapper in the publishers' one shill 

series, this is an extremely rare title, just one copy recorded in the BL listed in COPAC. The suggested date 

there of circa 1840 is clearly too late, as the other listed titles would indicate, and circa 1825 is safe to within 

a year or two. A delightful hand coloured collection of three stories by 'Mrs Kentish' who did actually exist, 

though little is known about her. As Johnson points out in 'Provincial Poetry' her poems were published in 

London in 1819, and again in Liverpool in 1821, where she is described as 'resident of St Salvador, Brazil' - 

though there is nothing in these little moral tales to suggest the tropics. £275.00  



                                             
 

                                 
 

 

                                                         
 

 

 

22.  POTTER, BEATRIX.: Cecily Parsley's Nursery Rhymes. London, Frederick Warne and Co Ltd, 

[1922]. 16mo, with colour frontispiece, title vignette, 14 colour plates, correct endpapers listing the Peter 

Rabbit books, original pink-red board with pictorial onlay, slight sunning to the spine but a fine tight copy in 

dust-wrapper with two tears to upper panel, tiny holes and fold splits to lower panel, but essentially 

complete with both printed flaps and printed adverts to the lower panel announce this title as 'The Latest 

Volume', FIRST EDITION; as with all Potter titles, the original fragile printed dust-wrappers are rare, this 

one no exception. There are obvious tears, though without loss, to the upper panel, but this otherwise 

pristine copy has been priced accordingly. £475.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TOPOGRAPHY 

 

                                 
 

23.  BERKSHIRE. ORR, JOHN.: Agriculture in Berkshire. A Survey. Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1918. 

8vo, pp viii, [2], 208, folding coloured geological map as frontispiece, numerous photographic plates, 

including 2 folding panoramas, original cloth, a little faded to the spine, but a very good copy, FIRST 

EDITION, a sequel to the same author's survey of Oxfordshire agriculture, and a major study of agriculture 

of the Vale of White Horse and Kennet Valley as it existed in 1916 when the survey was conducted, a 

valuable record of a fast disappearing way of life. With ownership of the well-known agricultural writer H H 

Nicholson. £35.00  

 

    

 

                                                                
 

 

24.  BRAY, WILLIAM.: Sketch of a Tour into Derbyshire and Yorkshire, including part of 

Buckingham, Warwick, Leicester, Nottingham, Northampton, Bedford and Hertford - shires. London, 

B White 1783. 8vo, pp vii, [1], 402, with 9 etched plates, including one folding [as required, bound in 

contemporary tree calf, spine gilt ruled with red label, spine rubbed with joints cracked but holding, 

internally with light foxing and offsetting to the plates, else sound and clean SECOND EDITION, much 

enlarged and with plates added by J Carter, from the first printing of 1778, a popular and entertaining 

travelogue that would provide one of the most valuable and useful accounts of the industrialization of the 

northern counties in the late 18th Century. £85.00  



                                       
 

25.  CINQUE PORTS CHARTERS. MANTELL, SIR THOMAS.: Sir Thomas Mantell's New 

Editions of tracts, relative to Cinque Ports and Coronations, From 1771 to 1828. ..To which is added a 

full report of the proceedings at the last coronation... account of the Brotherhood and Guestling, Last 

Holden in 1828. Dover, Z Warren, 1828. Small 4to, pp 95, [1], 1-37, 90- 114 [as issued], separate title 

pages and imprints to the parts, uncut in original two tone boards, joints cracked, the upper joint restored, 

printed paper label on upper board, a little worn at corners but internally fine, FIRST EDITION THUS, 

republishing Mantell's original 1811 tract relative to the ceremonies and meetings of the Cinque Ports 

together with an account of the 1820 coronation of George IV and the 1828 Guestling meeting, an important 

and extremely rare documentary source, work of the eminent Dover antiquary. £185.00 

 

SCIENCE AND NATURAL HISTORY.  

   

    
 

 

26.  BANYER, HENRY.: Pharmacopoeia Pauperum: or, The hospital dispensatory: containing the 

chief medicines now used in the hospitals of London; with suitable instructions for their common use. 

By Henry Banyer, surgeon. London : printed for T. Warner, at the Black-Boy in Pater-Noster-Row, 1721. 

12mo, pp iv,128, contemporary sheep, sometime crudely rebacked, internally sound, SECOND EDITION ' 

MUCH ENLARGED.' ANNOTATED THROUGHOUT WITH NOTES AND RECIPES IN A CLEAR 

CONTEMPORARY HAND, including on the blanks and endpapers as well as text. This unusually richly 

annotated copy of a very scarce text is interesting as giving the source of the recipes, presumably personally 

by word of mouth, giving this copy a unique importance. £375.00 



                                 
 

27.  BRADLEY, RICHARD.: New Improvements of Planting and Gardening, Both Philosophical and 

Practical. In Three Parts. London: J. and J. Knapton . A. Betteworth and C. Hitch, J. Pemberton. and D. 

Browne, 1731. 8vo, pp [16], 609,[23, index], engraved frontispiece and engraved plates, most folding, 

bound in contemporary unlettered calf, spine gilt ruled with raised bands, a little rubbed and with tiny chip 

to head of spine, a few paper repairs to plates where torn, but a very good crisp clean copy in original state, 

SEVENTH EDITION 'with an appendix' but remarkably similar in content to the sixth printing of 1731. 

Despite the popularity of this comprehensively well-illustrated title, it si hard to find an early edition in good 

complete original state. This rather good copy bears the ownership of B Bradley of Alton and later bookplate 

of Sir John Wormald. £250.00  

   

                                                         
 

 

28.  CAWLEY, CAPTAIN. [PSEUD GEORGE FREDERICK PARDON].: The Handy Book of 

Games for Gentlemen. London, Bickers and Bush, [1860]. Small 8vo, pp xii, 563, diagrams in the text, 

original textured cloth stamped in gilt and blind, rubbed, neatly recased with new endpapers, a good sound 

copy, FIRST EDITION, the very rare first collective edition of the 'Captain Crawley' games handbooks, 

popular at this period but elusive today; a later edition with Pardon's name on it was issued as Beeton's Book 

of Games in 1876, but this earlier printing is uncommon in any condition. All main games are covered 

including billiards, chess and draughts, as well as long forgotten card games. £120.00  



                                                     
 

29.  CORNARO, LUIGI.: Sure Methods of Attaining a Long and Healthful Life... Written originally 

in Italian, by Lewis Cornaro... and made English. London, D Midwinter, 1737. Small 12mo, pp [4], 

xviii, [2], 120, leaf before title page with extract from Spectator, bound in contemporary calf, spine gilt with 

raised bands and red label, quite rubbed and cracked at joints, the lower repaired, corners worn, still a sound 

crisp copy, FIFTH EDITION, a rare early Midwinter printing of this long popular manual of longevity and 

health which went through countless editions during the Eighteen Century. Midwinter seems to have first 

printed this translation in 1702; of this fifth printing ESTC reports 4 copies UK and 4 USA. £85.00  

 

       ,                                   

 

30.  NESBITT, ROBERT.: Human Osteogeny Explained in Two Lectures, Read in the Anatomical 

Theatre of the Surgeons of London, Anno 1731. In which not only the beginning and gradual increase 

of the bones of human foetuses are described. London, T Wood, sold by W Innys and R Manby [and 

others], 1736. Large 8vo, pp xiii, [1], 170, with 6 folding engraved plates at the end, bound in contemporary 

calf, sides bordered in gilt and blind, rebacked with portions of original spine laid down, lacking rear 

endpaper, most plates with small worming to lower margins and with paper restorations to these, hardly 

even touching the engraved areas, for the rest internally fine and clean throughout, FIRST EDITION, the 

sole printing of this seminal study of the formation of human bone, based upon lectures given in 1731, 

though not published until here, five years later. The work was finely printed on thick paper and in large 

paper, perhaps the only issue, most copies for presentation use. ESTC lists two states of the imprint, but not 

this large paper copy, both ESTC issues being quite rare. £250.00 


